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Z. Balogh has shown that all normal, locally compact, screenable spaces are paracompact; it 
is known that the countably paracompact analogue of this theorem holds assuming V = L; in this 
paper we show that it also holds assuming Axiom R + MA,, , both of which follow from Martin’s 
Maximum or PFA+(l), strengthenings of the Proper Forcing Axiom. 
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1. Introduction 
It has become routine to ask whether normality can be replaced by countable 
paracompactness whenever a collectionwise Hausdorff (CWH) (collectionwise nor- 
mal (CWN), paracompactness) result has been obtained; generally the answer has 
been “yes”, although the proofs of positive results are often more complicated (see 
e.g. [19,6, 16, 17,2]). An interesting open question due independently to 
Arhangel’skii and Tall is whether every normal, locally compact, metacompact space 
is paracompact. The answer is “yes” under various additional assumptions, two of 
which we mention here: Watson [ 191 showed the answer is “yes” assuming V = L 
and we showed the answer is “yes” if “metacompact” is strengthened to “boundedly 
metacompact” [7]. (See [l, 11,121 for other assumptions.) There are no known 
counterexamples under any set-theoretic assumptions-the answer could simply be 
“yes”. 
There are also no known counterexamples to Arhangel’skii’s and Tall’s question 
if “normal” is weakened to “countably paracompact” (“weakened” is appropriate, 
as a normal (countably) metacompact space is countably paracompact). 
We showed that, assuming V= L, all countably paracompact, locally compact 
spaces that are either boundedly metacompact or screenable are paracompact [8]. 
Later, Balogh modified Watson’s work to show that the “countably paracompact” 
analogue to Arhangel’skii’s and Tall’s question does hold in L [2]. 
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Often, results which are decided one way under V = L are decided in the opposite 
way under MA+lCH or perhaps the stronger Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA). We 
show, however, that this does not happen in this case by proving that all countably 
paracompact, locally compact, screenable (or boundedly metacompact) spaces are 
paracompact under Axiom R+MA,, (both of these axioms follow from Martin’s 
Maximum or PFA+(l), strengthenings of PFA [4]). 
It is still possible that these results hold in ZFC-their normal analogues do (see 
[7] and [ 8]-let us note that local compactness is essential in the results on screenable 
spaces: Rudin [13] has shown that assuming O++, a combinatorial principle which 
holds in L, there is a normal, screenable, nonparacompact space, and has pointed 
out that Wage’s machine for producing countably paracompact, non-normal spaces 
from perfectly normal, non-CWN spaces [ 181 takes a non-CWH space to a screenable 
space; so applying Wage’s machine to Bing’s example H [5] gives a countably 
paracompact, screenable, non-normal, non-CWH space [ 141). 
Axiom R was formulated by Fleissner [lo]; it is stronger than the statement that 
stationary subsets of {a E K: Cf cr = w} reflect (the negation of this statement is true 
in L, every generic extension of L, and every model of set theory without inner 
models of many large cardinals; it has had many useful applications), and holds 
in any ‘proper’ collapse of a supercompact to w2. 
2. Definitions 
We gather here the definitions of various topological concepts that have appeared 
in the introduction and will appear throughout this paper. 
A space X is: 
CWH (<A-CWH, A-CWH) provided that every closed discrete set (of size <A, 
of size GA) can be separated. 
(countably) paracompact provided that every (countable) open cover has a locally 
finite open refinement. 
n-boundedly metacompact provided that every open cover has an open refinement 
of order n. 
screenable provided that every open cover has a u-disjoint open refinement. 
3. Reduction to Pixley-Roy spaces 
It is well-known that to show every normal, locally compact, (sub-)metacompact 
space is paracompact, it suffices to show that all such are CWN w.r.t. compact sets, 
or in fact, CWH. It is not surprising that to show the countably paracompact 
analogue, it also suffices to show that such spaces are CWH, although our proof 
that this is the case is much more difficult than in the ‘normal’ case and depends 
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upon the fact that such spaces are the increasing union of countably many boundedly 
metacompact spaces-see [8] for the details. 
As every regular space is the perfect image of a O-dimensional space (see [9, 
p. 465]), countable paracompactness, local compactness, and screenability are 
inverse invariants of perfect maps, and paracompactness is both invariant and 
inverse invariant under a perfect map, to decide whether all countably paracompact, 
locally compact, screenable spaces are paracompact it suffices to decide whether 
this is true for such O-dimensional spaces. In [8] we showed that such O-dimensional 
spaces are the increasing countable union of interiors of closed boundedly metacom- 
pact spaces, and thus it suffices to decide whether all O-dimensional, countably 
paracompact, locally compact, boundedly metacompact spaces are CWH; in fact, 
in [8] we showed further that it suffices to consider only such 2-boundedly metacom- 
pact spaces. 
Although it is possible to work with the O-dimensional, countably paracompact, 
locally compact, 2-boundedly metacompact spaces directly, and show by induction 
that these spaces are A-CWH for each cardinal A by using a character-reduction 
lemma and various set-theoretic assumptions (see [8]; for example), it seems simpler 
to work with Pixley-Roy spaces: 
Construction. For each cardinal K, let PR(K*) be the set K u [K]’ with the following 
topology: each pair {a, p} E [K]’ is isolated; for each (Y E K and each F E [K\{ (Y}]<~, 
let %(a, F) = {a}u{{q p}: p E K\F} b e a basic open set containing (Y. PR(K*) is 
a completely regular, O-dimensional space; it is the restriction of the Pixley-Roy 
topology on P(K*), where K* is the set K with the co-finite topology, to the subspace 
consisting of the nonempty subsets of K of cardinality at most 2. Notice that any 
subspace of PR(K*) has countable tightness. 
If X is a O-dimensional, countably paracompact, locally compact, 2-boundedly 
metacompact space and {x,. . a <A} is a closed discrete subset of X, then there is 
a cover of X, {u,: (Y < K} (for some cardinal K 3 A), consisting of compact, clopen 
sets of order 2, such that for each (Y < A, x, E U, and if p E K -{a}, then x, E Up; 
furthermore, the map f: X + PR(K*) given by f(x) = {(Y: x E Uo} is perfect (see [7] 
for the details). Also, if K can be separated inf(X), then {x,: (Y < A} can be separated 
in X. Thus it follows that if we can show that for each cardinal K, and each countably 
paracompact subspace Y of PR(K*) containing K, K is separated in Y, then every 
O-dimensional, countably paracompact, locally compact, 2-boundedly metacompact 
space is CWH, and hence we will have the desired result for screenable spaces. 
4. CWH-ness in countably paracompact subspaces of PR(K*) 
It is well known and easy to see that regular spaces are o-CWH. Thus if we let 
K be the least cardinal such that there is a countably paracompact subspace of 
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PR(K*), call it X, containing K in which K is not separated, then K 2 w, . In fact, K 
must be regular, as shown in [8]. For completeness, we sketch a proof of this fact. 
Suppose K is singular, cf K > w, let (K,. . CY < cf K) be an increasing sequence of 
cardinals cofinal in K. For each CY < cf K, K, u (X n [K,]‘) is a closed subspace of 
X, and thus is homeomorphic to a countably paracompact subspace of PR(K~); 
thus, by induction, for each /I E K, we can assign Fa,P E [K, - {/3}]‘” such that 
{%(p, Fe,.,): p E K,} is pairwise disjoint (in X), i.e., if {/3, y} E X n [K,]~, then either 
p E F_ or y E Fm,p. For each p E K, let FP = U {Fe,@: (Y < cf K and p E K,}; F, has 
size at most cf K. For each (Y < cf K, let &0 = K,; given B,,,, let &,+i = &, u 
IJ {FP: p E B,,,}, and let B, = U,,, B,,, -USCa Bs. Note that 1Bal s K, . cf K < K, 
for each (Y. Thus B, can be separated in X, since B, u ([B,]* n X) is homeomorphic 
to a countably paracompact subspace of PR(I B,I*). It is not difficult to check that 
if PEB,, then {YEUS<~ Bs: {p, 7)~ X} must be finite; thus B, can easily be 
separated from USCa Bg, and so we have that K can be separated in X. 
If cf K = w, let (K, : n E OJ) be an increasing sequence of cardinals cofinal in K, with 
Ko. Each [‘G,, &,+I) can be separated by the inductive assumption, and by countable 
paracompactness {[K,, K,+,): n E w} can be separated. This latter fact is a special 
case of the following Lemma. 
Lemma D. If X is a countable discrete collection of closed sets in a countably paracom- 
pact space X such that any 2 elements of X can be separated, then ZZ can be separated. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. It suffices to show that for each n E w, H,, can be 
separated from Urn,,, H,,,. For each m > n, let U,,, be an open set containing H,,, 
such that u, n H,, =(d. Since {U,,,: m > n}u {X-U,,, H,,,} is a countable open 
cover of X, there is a locally finite open refinement of it of the form { V,,,: m > n} u 
{X-U,,.Hm), where H,,= V,. But then Urn,” H,=U,,, V,,,CU,,,>~ Vm =
U m>n c (by local finiteness) c U,,,,, Kc X-H,,, and so clearly H,, can be 
separated from Urn,, H,. 0 
So K is regular. For each (Y E K, let A$ = {p E K: {a, p} E X} (we will drop the 
superscript X when we feel it will cause no confusion). Let r = {(Y: there is a p 2 (Y 
such that A, n a is infinite}. r must be stationary, since otherwise we can use a 
club missing r to partition K into segments of size <K in such a way that an element 
in a given segment is paired with only finitely many elements of all the previous 
segments, and from that it follows that K can be separated in X. 
For each (Y E r, let g(a) 2 (Y be such that AgCaj n a is infinite, and let A be a 
stationary subset of r on which g is l-l and increasing. Let R = {a E A: cf (Y = w 
and A+) n (Y is cofinal in CY}. 
Claim. Sz is stationary. 
Proof. If not, then A - 0 is stationary. To get a contradiction, we need to show the 
following fact, which follows only from the assumption that X is countably paracom- 
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pact: for each 6 < K, [0, 6) can be separated from [S, K) in X. We prove this fact 
by induction. If S = w, the fact is true by the countable paracompactness of X. Now 
suppose 6 is a cardinal in K and for each cardinal $J < 6, the fact is true (it is only 
necessary to induct on cardinals). Suppose cf S > o. Suppose A = {a E [ 8, K): A, n 6 
is infinite} has cardinality K. For each (Y in this set, let & be a denumerable subset 
of A, n 8, and let pp = sup B, < 6 6 cy. Since there are <K-many /& and K is regular, 
let Bc A be a set of cardinality K and p < 6 be such that pp = /3 for each (Y E B. 
By the inductive hypothesis, [0, p) can be separated from [& K), so for each (Y E K 
assign F, E [K]<” so that {%(a, F,): a E K} is such a separation. Let YE 
B - (UEB F,). For each a! E B,, either (Y E F,, or YE Fa, and so by choice of y, 
B, c F,, a contradiction. Thus A has size <K and so Au [0, S) can be separated 
in X. Clearly K -(Au [0, 6)) can be separated from [O, 6) and thus the fact is true 
for such 6. Now suppose cf 6 = w, and let (6,: n 5 1) be an increasing w-sequence 
of regular cardinals cofinal in 6 such that 6, = 0, SZ > o. By the preceding argument, 
A, = {a E K - 6: A, n S, is infinite} has cardinality CK. Let A = LJnsl A,. Since X 
is <K -CWH, Au [0, S) can be separated. Let Ho = {CT E K -6: A, A S is infinite} -
A. For each n 3 1, let H, = [S,, a,,,). Then by Lemma D, {H,: n E w} can be 
separated. Also, if LY E K - (8 u Au B), then A, n 6 is finite, and so we may conclude 
that [0, 6) can be separated from [S, K). Thus the fact is proved. 
Now if {cy E A: Agcpj n a is not cofinal in a} is stationary, we may use the pressing 
down lemma on the function that takes such (Y to sup(A,,,, n a), and the preceding 
fact, to derive a contradiction. A similar argument would also show that {(u E 
A: cf a > w} is nonstationary, and so fl is stationary. Cl 
Note that all of the above has taken place in ZFC. To get CWH results, we have 
had to make additional set-theoretic assumptions. 
Theorem 1. MA, aall countably paracompact, locally compact, boundedly metacom- 
pact spaces are K-CWH. 
Proof. By the work we’ve mentioned from [8] and in this paper thus far, it suffices 
to show that the assumption of the existence of X leads to a contradiction. For 
each (Y E R, let nL1 be a cofinal o-sequence from Agcpj n a and let k, : rng 77, + o be 
such that ka( v,( m)) = m; that is, ( np : a E 0) is a ladder system on a and ( /c~: LY E 0) 
is an o-coloring of the ladder system (it does no harm to assign n,, &, for (Y E K - L? 
such that cf (Y = 0). Shelah [15] has shown that, assuming MA,, such a coloring 
has a uniformization, i.e., there is a function k : UrrEn mg q, + Ord such that for 
each (Y E R, k, agrees with k except (possibly) for a finite set. For each n E w, let 
& = {rip(n))) cy E R and k( q,(n)) = n}; these sets are disjoint. For each n, let W,, = 
IJ { %( y, 4): y E II,}. By countable paracompactness, let W = {R,: n E o} be a locally 
finite family of open sets such that B, c R, c W,,. For each n and (Y E 0 such that 
k(T,(n))=n, let F,,,cn,~[~]Cu be such that %(n,(n), Fq,c,J witnesses the local 
finiteness of W and is contained in R,. If Q e lJn B,,, we may also choose F, E [K]<‘” 
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such that %(a, F,) witnesses the local finiteness of 2% For each CY E 0, Let C, = 
{n E w: %(g(a), Fgcu,) n R, #(d, or there is a y E B, n F,,,,}; C, is finite; let n, E o 
besuchthatform>n,, k(q,(m))= m;letm,EW-(C,un,).LetR’beastationary 
subset on which m, is constant, say with value m, and on which n,(m) (which is 
<a) is constant, say with value n. Note that n E B,. Since for (Y E R’, %( 7, F,) n 
Q(g(a), FncnJ =0 and T @ Fgca) (otherwise m E C,), we must have g(a) E F,,, a 
contradiction. Thus such a space X cannot exist. 
Corollary 2. (a) MA=+all countably paracompact, locally compact, boundedly meta- 
compact spaces are <c-CWH. 
(b) MA+ all countably paracompact, locally compact, screenable (boundedly meta- 
compact) c-compact spaces are paracompact. 
To get past c, we have had to strengthen our set-theoretic assumptions. We first 
proved directly that PFA+( 1) implies that all these spaces are paracompact (roughly 
speaking, we use the ‘plus one’ to preserve the stationarity of r). After we learned 
that Beaudoin [4] proved that PFA+( 1) implies axiom R, we were able to show that 
Axiom R+MA,, also implies these spaces are paracompact. 
Recall the following standard notations. 
For any set A and cardinal K, set 
[A]“ = {X c A: IX]= K}, [A]“‘ = {Xc A: [XI< K}. 
Let A be infinite and Cc [A]“(C c [A]“, Cc [A]‘“). C is unbounded in [A]” 
(in [A]“, in [A]‘“) if for every X in [A]” (in [A]“, in [A]‘“) there is a YE C such 
that Xc Y. C is closed in [A]“’ if, whenever X,, E C and X,, c X,,,, for all n E o, 
then U,,,, X, E C. ‘Club’ abbreviates ‘closed and unbounded’ . S c [A]‘” is station- 
ary if it meets every club Cc [A]“‘. 
We also need the following definition due to Fleissner [lo]: Tc [A]‘” is tight if 
whenever (C,: (Y < 8) is an increasing sequence from T and w < cf 6 < K, then 
U ussc, ET. 
Axiom R. If E c [Xlw is stationary and r c [X] <w2 is tight and unbounded, then 
there is a YE r such that [ Y]” n E is stationary in [ Y]“. 
Theorem 3. Axiom R+MA,, implies all countably paracompact, locally compact, 
screenable spaces are paracompact. 
Proof. Again, it suffices to show that the assumption of the existence of X leads to 
a contradiction. Since MA,, holds, K 5 w2. We need the following: 
Lemma. If A c Y c PR(A*) (A regular) and any A E [A]<” is separated in Y, then A 
can beseparatedin Yif, andonlyif,{AE [ Y]O: {a: IAzn Al 3 OJ}C A}} containsaclub. 
*Suppose {A E [ YIW: {(Y: ]A: n Al 2 o} c A} contains a club %. Kueker 
has shown that if 9 is club in [B]“, then there is an f: [B]‘” -+ B such that 
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if E E [B]” is such that f’[ El<, c E, then E E 9. Let f be such a “Kueker function” 
for %‘. Note that if A E CP( Y) is such that f’[A]‘” c A, then {cz: IAf c Al 2 o} c A: 
suppose (Y is such that IA: n Al 3 w, and for each n E w let (Y, E AZ n A; let B, = 
{a ,,: n E w}, and given B,, let B,,, = B, uf)[B,lCW; if we let B, = IJ,,,, B,, then 
l&l = w, f’[BJ’” = Bco, and so B,,, E %; thus we have that CY E B,,,, but as B, c A, 
we have our desired result that (Y E A. 
Inductively define a continuous increasing sequence (Y,: (Y < A) as follows: let 
Y0 = 61; suppose T < A and Y+ E [Y]<* has been defined for each 4 < r; if r is a 
limit, let Y, = lJ+__ Y+,; if T = T’+ 1; let Y,, = Y,.u {r’}, and given Y,,, let Y7,,+i = 
Y7,n uf’[ Y,,,l’“; let Y7 = t-L,, Y,,,. Note that for each ~,fll[ Y7]<w = Y7, so that if 
o E Y,+l - YT, I&’ n Y,l <w, and so (Y,+i - Y,) n A can be separated from Y, n A. 
Also, each (Y,,, - Y,) n A is separated by hypothesis, and so as A c lJTch Y7, we 
have that A can be separated in Y. 
*Suppose A can be separated in Y For each (Y E A, let F, E [A - {cr}Icw be 
assigned so that {%(a, F,): (Y E A} is such a separation. We claim that %? = {A E [ YIW: 
if /3 E A and { cx, /3} E %( (Y, F,), then (Y E A} is the desired club. First let us show that 
%~{AE[Y]~:{~:IA,Y~A~ st.o}cA}. If AE% and LY is such that IAznAfzw; 
then there is a /3 E A such that {(u, /3} E %(a, F,), and so (Y E A. It is easy to see that 
%’ is closed. To see that it is unbounded in [ Ylw, let A E [ Y]-, and let A0 = A. Given 
A,, let A,+1 = A,u{(Y: there is a PEA, such that {o,P}~%(a, F,)}. Let A,= 
U,,, A,,. Clearly A, is in % if we can show lAwI = w. Assume lAnl = o; suppose 
IA,+,1 > w, and let {a,: p < oi} = A,,, - A,,. For each p < w, , there is a y0 E A, such 
that {ap, Y~)E Q(ap, Fap); without loss of generality assume ya = y for all /3. But 
then there must be p < w, such that {(Ye, y} E %( y, F,), contradicting the fact that 
the F’s give a separation. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let T = {HE [Xlcw2: H is closed and 
{a: IA,n HI 2 w}c H}. Since X has countable tightness, it is easy to see that T is 
tight. To see that T is unbounded, recall that near the beginning of Section 4 (in 
the proof that R is stationary) we showed that if Y is a countably paracompact 
subspace of PR(A*), A regular, then for each 6 < A, [0,6) can be separated from 
[6, K) in Y. This fact implies that for any H E [Xlcw2, H n K can be separated from 
K-H. So suppose Hc[XlCW2; we want to find H’ E T such that H’ 1 H. Since 
H n K can be separated from K -H in X, assign F, for each (Y E K to witness such 
a separation. Let H,, = H, and H, = {a: IA, n HoI 2 w}. I H,I G w, , since if not, there 
is a PEH~-(H~uU,~~~ F,), and so A, n Ho= F,, a contradiction. Also, if (Y E 
fl, - H, , then there is a p E K such that {(Y, p} E H,; since H, has at most w1 -many 
- 
doubletons, ) H,j s w,. Similarly, H2 = {a: IA, n H,I z OJ} has cardinality SW,. 
Repeat this process wi times, i.e., given H, for each y < /3 < w,, let HP = 
Ia: IA, n Uvcp &I a w } (what we have shown is that for any J E [KI<~~, {a: IA, n 
Jl ~w}~[~]<~~).ThuslH,,I s w, , and since X has countable tightness, H_,, is closed. 
Also, if IA, n H,,,,I 3 w, then LY E H,,; so H,, is our desired H’. 
Since we’re assuming K can’t be separated in X, by the lemma we must have that 
C = {AE [X]O: there is an (Y E K -A such that A, nA is infinite} is stationary. 
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Applying Axiom R, let YE T be such that [ Y]” n 25 is stationary in [ Y]“. Since Y 
is closed, thus countably paracompact, and 1 YI < w,, we know that by Theorem 1, 
Y n K can be separated in Y. As Y is homeomorphic to a countably paracompact 
subspace of PR(wt), we have by the lemma that {A E [ Ylw: {a: IA, n Al 2 w} c A} 
contains a club in [Y]“, which gives us a contradiction, as this set cannot meet C. 0 
Corollary 4 (Axiom R). If all countably paracompact, locally compact, 2-boundedly 
metacompact spaces are w,-CWH, then all countably paracompact, locally compact, 
screenable spaces are paracompact. 
After obtaining Theorem 3, Bill Fleissner and I discovered in conversation that 
for countably paracompact X c PR( K*), K can be separated in X if, and only if, 
the coloring number of the graph Gx is dw, where Gx = (V,, E,) consists of the 
set V, = K of vertices and the set of edges & = X n [ K]~, and the coloring number 
SW means that there is a well-ordering < of V, so that for all (Y E V, {p E Vx: p < a 
and {q /?} E Ex} is finite; this is easy to prove. I then found out that Fleissner had 
shown that Axiom R implies that if G = (V, E) is a graph such that for every 
Yc [ v]<w2) ( Y, E n [ Y]‘) has coloring number co, then G has coloring number 
cw[F]. Thus this result can be used to establish Theorem 3, once we have that 
Theorem 1 holds. As our result was obtained independently, and as Fleissner only 
outlines his proof (asking the reader to formulate and prove the analogue of a 
previous result), we have given the details of our proof. 
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